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RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR PROLATE SPHEROIDAL 
WAVE FUNCTIONS 
IMANUEL MARX 
1. Introduction. Recent investigations of electromagnetic problems in regIOns 
bounded by spheroids have led to an mcreased interest in the spheroidal wave 
functions. These functIOns 8mn(c, '1]), Rmn(c, ~) result from the solution of the 
scalar wave equation by separation in spherOIdal coordinates The properties of 
8mn and Rmn are discussed in [1] and [6] The notation throughout this paper will 
follow that of [1]. 
Recurrence relations among the spheroidal wave functIOns cannot be estab-
lished by the methods for functions of hypergeometric type, because the differ-
ential equation satisfied by these functions has an irregular singular point at 
infinity in addition to regular singular points for the values ±1 of the respective 
variable. However, a method suggested by E. T. Whittaker [7], but apparently 
not fully exploited by him, leads to recurrence relations for the radIal functions 
Rmn(c, ~) as well as for the non-integral separation constants that appear in the 
differential equations of both the radial and the angular functions. Formulas are 
obtained in detail for the prolate spheroidal wave functions. A simple substitu-
tion [4, p. 151] formally gives the corresponding relations for the oblate spheroidal 
functions, and the validity of these relations can be established by a suitable 
modification of the proof. 
Whittaker observes that in the case of the two-dimensional wave equa-
tion flu/ ax2 + a2u/ al + u = 0 the derivative au/ax of a solution u(x, y) is 
likewise a solution. After separation of the equation in polar coordinates, 
aujax can be expanded in a series of separated solutions J nCr) cos n8. Write 
auf ax = cos 8 auf ar - r -1 sin 8 auf a8, and equate to the series of Bessel functions. 
The resulting identity, when multiplied by cos p8 and integrated from -7r to 7r, 
yields recurrence relations for the Bessel functions in terms of the coefficients in 
the expansion of au/ax Whittaker does not show how to obtain these coefficients. 
In the present three dimensional case, the analogous coefficients are represented 
as integrals of products of the spheroidal wave functions. Since these integrals 
involve the functions whose recurrence relations are being investigated, the 
existence of these relations and their nature, rather than a practically applicable 
form, are demonstrated. For practical apphcatIOns, an evaluation of the coeffi-
cients by some independent method (such as is furnished for many known func-
tions by the hypergeometric series) would seem to be necessary. It is hoped that 
further investigation will lead to such a method. 
Procedures similar to those used in this paper may lead to recurrence relations 
III other cases of separable partial differentIal equations with constant coefficients. 
As long as the separated equations are of Sturm-Liouville type, and the solutions 
can be shown to have suitable orthogonality properties, an analogous method 
may be developed. 
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2. Properties of Wave Functions. The solutions '!I (X, y, z) of the scalar wave 
equation 
(1) i'!l + i'!l + il'!l + k2'!1 = 0 
ax2 ay2 az2 
are to be obtained by a separation of the form 
where 
'!I(x, y, z) = Q(77, ~,q,) = S(77)RW.p(q,), 
x = ld(I - 772)'(~2 - 1)' cos q" 
y = ld(I - 772)!(~2 - 1)' sin q" 
z = id77~. 
The surfaces 77 = const., - 1 ~ 77 ~ 1, are confocal hyperboloids of revolution of 
two sheets, the surfaces ~ = const., 1 ~ ~ < 00, are confocal prolate spheroids, 
and d is the focal distance common to both sets of surfaces. The surfaces q, = 
const., 0 ~ q, < 21r, are half-planes containing the z-axis and termmated by it. 
In terms of the spheroidal coordinates, equation (1) becomes 
a 2 al{; a,.2 1 al{; (r - 772) a2l{; 
a77 (1 - 77 ) a77 + a~ (I; - ) a~ + (~2 - 1) (1 - 772) a<p2 
+ C2(~2 _ 772)l{; = 0, 
where c = jkd. The separation of .p(q,) leads to the equation.p" + m2.p = O. 
The separation constant m must be integral or zero to satisfy the condition of 
periodicIty. Further separation gives a separation constant Amn and the differ-
ential equations 
(2) d ( 2) dSmn (m2 2 2) S 0 d77 1 - 77 ----;[;1 - 1 _ 772 - Am .. + C 77 mn = , 
(3) d ( 2 1) dRmn (m2 2 2) R 0 d~ ~ - T - e - 1 + Amn - C ~ mn = . 
The separation constant is chosen so as to ensure that the solution of equation 
(2) which is free of logarithmIc terms is regular in the entIre range -1 ~ 77 ~ 1. 
These solutions form, for given m, a countable sequence of "angular wave func-
tions of the first kind" S:;~(c, 77), n = 0, 1, .. The solutions of (3) for the same 
values of Amn and which are also free of logarithmic terms are chosen as the 
"rad13.1 wave functions of the first kind" R;';~(c, ~). Since only functions of the 
first kind will be treated here, and since the parameter c will remain fixed in the 
discussIOn, the superscript (1) and the argument c will be omItted. The properties 
of these functions are easily deduced from explicit series expansions given in [1]. 
Page references to thIS report are given below 
The angular wave functions have the following behavior at the end points of 
their interval of definitIOn: as 11 --7 1, 
(4) 
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Smn('I/) = 0(1 - '1/), dSmn('I/)/d'l/ = 0(1), m ,e 0, 1; 
So,,('1/) = 0(1), dSon('I/)/d'l/ = 0(1); 
Sln('I/) = (1 - 'I/)~[an + 0(1 - '1/)], dS1n('I/)/d'l/ rv bn (1 _ 'I'/)-t 
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[po 32]. The behavior as '1'/ ~ -1 is analogous, wIth 1 - '1/ replaced by 1 + '1/. 
The radial functions behave as follows at the finite end of their interval: as 
~~ 1, 
Rmn(~) = O(~ - 1), dRmn(~)/d~ = 0(1), m ,e 0, 1; 
RonW = 0(1), dRonW/ d~ = 0(1); 
(5) 
R1n W = (~ - 1)![a~ + O(~ - 1)], dRlnW/d~ rv (~ - l)-![b~ + O(~ - 1)] 
[pp. 34-35] As ~ ~ 00, the asymptotic behavior is descrIbed by: 
RmnW rv (C~)-l cos [c~ - ten + 1)11'], 
(6) 
dRmn(~)/d~ rv -c(c~rl sin [c~ - ten + 1)11'], 
[p.24.] 
The existence of the integrals 
f' RmnWRmpW d~ 
i.s easIly estabhshed from (5) and (6). For n ,e p, the standard Sturm-Liouville 
method leads to the partIal orthogonality relations 
(7) 1"" {O, n - p even, l RmnWRmpW d~ = ( ) (n-p-ll/2/ ( ) 1 -1 c Amn - Amp ,n - p odd 
[ef. 3, p. 237-238], the behavIOr at infinity detailed in (6) gives the stated values 
for the integrated term. The case n = p gives the normalizatIOn integral 
(8) 1"" R~n(~) d~ = Mmn. 
Similarly, one finds that 
(9) L: Smn('I/)Smp('I/) d'l/ = o~ N mn, 
where o~ is the Kronecker 0 symbol. 
3. Expansion of Solutions. The methods described III [2, Ch. IV] or [5, Ch. 
VI, §4], and in [3, Ch. XI], show that an arbItrary regular solution of the scalar 
wave equatIOn may be expressed in a termWIse integrable double series of the 
functIons 
I/;mn('I/, t, ct» = Smn('I/)RmnW cos met> 
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and 
Wmn(1/, ~,cp) = Smn(1/)RmnW sin m4>. 
Write I/Imn(1/, ~, cp) = 'ltmn(X, y, z). The functions OiYmn/ax, OiYmn/ay, OiYmn/iJz 
are continuous solutions of the scalar wave equation (1). The derivatives 0iY mn/iJx 
and 0iY mn/ iJz are even functions of cp and may be expanded in a series of functions 
'It 1'" while 0iY mn/ iJy is an odd function of cp and may be expanded in a series 
of functions WI" • The first set of formulas will be obtained in detail from the 
expansion 
(10) iJ'ltmn/iJz L:;:"'L:~=o g,;.nl/ll'.(1/, t, cp). 
For the other two sets of formulas only an indication of certain modifications of 
the method and the final results will be given. 
Expansion of the left member of (10) gives: 
[HI - 1/2)S~nRmn cos m4> + 1/(t2 - I)SmnR~n cos m4>l/d(~2 - 1/2) 
(11) """ "''''' mns () () = £....1'-0 £....._0 gl" 1" 1/ Rp.. ~ cos 114>. 
Multiply both members of (11) by cos pcp and integrate from 0 to 211". On the 
left there is a non-zero result only for p = m, on the right only for p = p.: 
(12) 0 = L:~=o gr;: Sp.(1/)Rp.W, p ~ m 
and 
2 ' ( 2 ) , ,.2 [t(1 - 1/ )SmnRmn + 1/ t - 1 SmnRmnl/d(1; (13) 1/
2
) 
L::'- gr;.: Sm.Rm •• 
Next multiply by Sp.(1/) or Sm.(7/), respectIvely, integrate from -1 to 1 with 
respect to '1/, and apply (9). From (12) one obtams 
or;: = 0, p ~ m, 
i.e. in the expansion of OiYmn/iJz only the functions I/Im. need have been used. 
In (13) there is a non-zero result on the right only for K = v. The left member is 
the sum of the integrals 
r;nw = ~ L: RmnW~ ~~ = ~: S:n('I/)Sm.('I/) d'l/ 
J';"W = ~ L: R:n(~)7/ ~~ ~ 'I/~ Smn('I/)Sm.('I/) d'l/. (14) 
The existence of these integrals must be demonstrated. For m ~ 1, the only 
difficulty which might arise comes from the functions (1 - 'l/2)/(r - '1/2) and (r - 1)/(~2 - '1/2) near '1/ = 1, ~ = 1, or '1/ = -1, ~ = 1. However, since the 
functions are bounded near these points, the integrals exist. For m = 1, by 
virtue of (4), (5) the integrand of I near 1/ = 1, ~ = 1 may be written as: 
bn~(~ - l)lfa~ + O(~ - 1)]1 - '1/ 1 ++ 1/ fa. + 0(1 - '1/)] 
~ - '1/ ~ '1/ 
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while the integrand of J has the form: 
( ) ![ I ( )] ~ + 1 1 - '11 ( ~ - 1 bn + 0 ~ - 1 '11-- -- [ana, + 0 1 - '11)] ~ + '11~ - '11 
Similar estimates hold near '11 = -1, ~ = 1. The integrands are again seen to be 
bounded, and the integrals converge. 
The series representations in [1, p. 32] show that the integrands in the integrals 
I, J, are odd functions of '11 for n - m and II - m both even or both odd, and 
the coefficients g;'; are accordmgly zero when II - n is an even integer or zero. 
4. Recurrence Relations for Radial Functions. The formulas obtained can 
now be written as 
(15) 
(2/d) 1: (~2 - 'I12)-1[HI - 'I12)S~71('I1)Sm'('I1)Rmnm 
+ '11(~2 - I)Smn('I1)Sm'('I1)R~nml d'l1 
= g;';N m,Rm.m, 
for n = 0, 1, ... ,and for II - n odd. The relatIOns in (15) display Rm. as a linear 
combination of Rmn and R~n, with coefficients that are continuous functions 
of ~ in any finite subinterval of the range 1 ~ ~ < 00. 
For evaluation of the constant g;'; , an integratIOn over ~ is required. For large 
~, the significant factors in r: n are 
(~2 _ 'I12)-1~Rmn(~) = I/HI _ 'I12/~2)-lRmnm, 
while those in .r;n are 
(f - I)(~2 - 'I12)-lR~nm = (1 - 'I12/~2)-1(I - I/~2)R~n m. 
It follows from (6) that the integrals converge at infinity. Near ~ = 1, the esti-
mates established previous to the integration with respect to '11 are adequate to 
prove the existence of the integrals. The integration yields 
(16) 
g;'; = 2/dNm , Mm. 1'" 11 (~2 - 'I12)-1[~(1 - 'I12)RmnRm,S~nSm. 
1 -1 
+ '11(~2 - l)R~nRm.Sm"Sm.l d'l1 d~. 
Alternatively, after dividing both sides of (15) by N m,Rm.(~) one may note that 
the right hand member is constant. Therefore the left hand member is inde-
pendent of ~, and substitution of a convenient value ~o gives g;'; in terms of the 
integral over '11. 
5. Recurrence Relations for Index m. RelatIOns connecting the radial func-
tions RmnW, R~nW, and Rm±I •• W are obtained by an applIcation of the method 
to the expansion of O'¥mn/Ox in functions 1/11"('11, ~,cf». The expansion of O'¥mn/oy 
in functions WI"('I1, ~, cf» would lead to the same relations SImilarly to (11), the 
expansions give 
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iJ'Ymn/iJx 2::'- 2:':- h,;.nl/t". 
(17) = (2T/dD)[-T/S~nRmn + ~SmnR~nl coset> cos m-<b 
+ (2m/dT)SmnR mn sin q, sin mq" 
where 
(18) D = ~2 _ T/2, T = (1 _ T/2)t(~2 _ l)t. 
Trigonometric transformation changes the right hand members to linear com-
binations of cos (m ± 1) q" and multiplication by cos Pcb and integration with 
respect to q, from ° to 211" eliminates one summation: 
(19) 
and 
(20) 
2:~=o h;: Sp.Rp. 0, m> 0, 
2::'0 h~~Sp.Rp. 0, 
p ;t. m ± 1; 
p ;t. 1, 
L:" h':.±l .• Sm±I .• Rm±I.. =F d~ (T/S~nRmn - ~SmnR~n) 
_ m S dT mnRmn, 
L:'... h;;SI.RI• = - ~; (T/S:nRon - ~SonR:n) 
m>O, 
The procedure of section 3 gives the following recurrence relations for the radial 
functions: 
h':.±1..Nm±1..Rm±1.' = =FOld) 11 (TID)(T}S~nRmn - ~SmnR~n)Sm±I.' dT) 
-1 
(21) -(mid) L (l/T)SmnRmndT/, m> 0, 
h;; NI.RI• = - (2/d) L (TID)(T/S:nRon - ~SonR:n)Sm~1.' dT/. 
These relations are valid for n = 0, 1, ", and for n - van odd integer. The co-
efficients corresponding to v - n zero or even, as well as all coefficients not ap-
pearing in formulas (21), are zero. The evaluation of the non-zero coefficIents h';:." 
may be carried out as suggested in section 4. 
6. Recurrence Relations for Separation Constants. Because of the incomplete 
orthogonality (7) of the radial functions, the procedure of the foregoing sections 
does not appear to yield recurrence relations for the angular functions Smn(T/) 
However, a related procedure can be used to deflve a recurrence relation for the 
(non-integral) separation constants Amn . Estimates similar to those in the dis-
cussions of the integrals (14) and (16) show that multiplication of both members 
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of (13) by Rm.(~) and integratIOn with respect to ~ from 1 to 00 is a valid opera-
tion. The result is the formula 
(22) (2jd) t' (ljD)[~(1 - rl)S~nRm"Rmv + 7J(~2 - l)Sm .. R~nRm.l d~ 
m"M S + ",",'00 ( 1)('-P-I)/2 mnS j (" ") == gml1 mil mil L....Jp=o,l - gmp mp C I\mp - I\mv , 
where D = ~2 - rl as before, and where the summation symbol denotes a sum 
over even p If II is odd, a sum over odd p if II is even. Next both members are 
multIplied by Smp(7J) and integrated wIth respect to 7J from -1 to 1 to produce 
the relation 
d"'n (_I)(V-p-1l/2 mnN jc(" -") plI gmp mp I\mp I\ml' , 
where d';; stands for the integral of the left member of (22) with respect to 7J 
The ratIO of d;; and g:;:; is evidently independent of n. WrIting 
one has finally 
(23) 
m _ (_I)(.-p-ll/ l mnN I dmn Cp • - gmp mp, C p" 
Xmp - Xm • c;. 
for any mtegers p, II whose dIfference is an odd mteger. More generally, 
(24) Xmn = Amo + :L;=t c;,P-t . 
A similar procedure applied to the formulas of section 5 leads to no essentially 
different results. 
Some further detalls about the coefficients in the recurrence relations will ap-
pear in UMM 126, a forthcommg publIcatIOn of the WIllow Run Research Center. 
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